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ABSTRACT 
This paper examines three kinds of coexistent human-denoting interrogative 
words in early Southern Min texts: ti7-lang5值人(<底儂), * si7-tsui7是誰 and 
mih4 lang5 乜人(<物儂) representing different chronological strata, viz., 
Southern Dynasties period (5-6th century), Wei-Jin Period (3-5th century), and 
Tang-Song Period (8-10th century). If we assume that ti7-lang5 底儂 is the 
indigenous system, si7-tsui7是誰 and mih4 lang5物儂 must have been the 
implanted systems. As attested in the texts, si7-tsui7是誰 is most robust, 
whereas ti7-lang5值人 is the least robust, and mih4 lang5乜人 stands in the 
middle. However, the fate of the three kinds of interrogative words differs in 
modern descendants of Southern Min. The relative robustness varies with 
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* The romanization of Southern Min in this paper is based on the Church Romanization 
codified in Douglas (1873) (see also endnote 4). 
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Doctrina Christiana (henceforth DC; 1607 C.E.) written in Chinese 
character and mostly representing colloquial Southern Min rather than 
Mandarin and partially based on literary Southern Min dialects. It was 
compiled by Juan Cobo (高母羨 ) and Miguel Benevides, and most 
probably with the assistance of Chinese informants. There is no Chinese 
title to it and its purpose is to introduce the doctrine of Christianity to 
Southern Min folks. Another type is Arte de la Lengua Chio-chiu 
(henceforth Arte; 1620 C.E.), a brief and descriptive grammar of Southern 
Min with the Romanized rendition of Chinese characters and Spanish 
gloss (Anonymous 1620).1 

The interrogative words that I will address below consist of three 
types of wh-words in Southern Min (SM): (1) tsui7誰-based wh-words, (2) 
ti7底-based wh-words, and (3) mih4乜-based wh-words. The three types of 
interrogative words in earlier SM are brought to bear on their reflexes in 
four subvarieties of modern SM dialects in an attempt to capture how the 
interrogative words have evolved since the sixteenth century. Linguistic 
evidence uncovered in the two kinds of earlier Romanized SM texts is 
adduced to lend support to the proposal that the lexicalization of si7是 
into the wh-words si7 mih4是乜 and si7-tsui7是誰 occurred as early as the 
beginning of the seventeenth century. 

I will explore each type of wh-words in early (Ming and Qing) SM 
playscripts (including Li Jing Ji 荔鏡記/Li Zhi Ji 荔枝記 and other 
playscripts) and SM compiled by Spanish missionaries (in particular DC 
and Arte). Then I will examine how each type of wh-words attested in 
earlier texts fares in four varieties of modern SM, the sub-dialects 
prevalent in (1) Quanzhou 泉州, (2) Chaozhou 潮州, (3) Zhangzhou 漳州, 
and (4) Hainan 海南. I will also show how the Chinese-character text of 
DC and the Romanized text of Arte with Spanish gloss can shed light on 
and help resolve some theoretical issues, in particular with respect to 
whether or not the focus marker, such as si7 是 in the sequence si7 mih4

是乜 or si7-tsui7是誰, experienced lexicalization as early as the early 
seventeenth century. 2  The paper is organized as follows: Between 
introduction and concluding remarks there will be five sections; (2) the 
tsui7誰-based wh words; (3) the ti7底-based wh words; (4) the mih4乜

-based wh words; (5) lexicalization of wh-word phrases; and (6) the 
distribution of who wh-words in Fujian and other places. 
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structures that serve them – to the cooperative computation (competition 
and cooperation of diverse patterns of activity) of “schemas” or neural 
networks that underlie them. 

We pursue a neuroinformatics and neural modeling strategy: 

 Develop a database on macaque and ape brain regions which 
are possible homologues of human brain areas relevant to 
language, and add data on the connectivity of these areas in 
each species (Arbib & Bota 2006);  

 Develop further models, rooted in detailed macaque 
neurophysiology and neuroanatomy, of the mirror neuron 
system and other brain regions involved in sequential behavior 
in the macaque;  

 Extend these to models of the ape or human circuitry to see 
what needs to change to support observed behaviors. 

We may study data on communication, both in macaques (last 
common ancestor, LCA-m, 25 million years ago) and on chimpanzees 
(LCA-c, 5-7 million years ago), to gain data that might give relevant 
insights (Arbib et al 2008). 

Monkey alarm calls: The leopard alarm call for vervet monkeys 
(Seyfarth et al 1980) might be paraphrased as “There is a leopard nearby. 
Danger! Danger! Run up a tree to escape,” but the monkey has no access 
to equivalents of any of these words. Moreover, the motor pattern for the 
alarm call is innate. Such data support the view that the LCA-m ancestral 
communication system combines a limited set of species-specific calls as 
well as a limited set of oro-facial gestures expressive of emotion and 
related social indicators – with both sets being innate. 

Apes gesture as well as vocalize and at least some gestures in apes 
appear to be specific to one group rather than another, though there is 
debate concerning the latter claim (Halina et al 2013, Hobaiter & Byrne 
2011). Anyway, we posit that the LCA-c ancestral communication system 
may offer a gestural opening for language evolution: a limited set of 
species-specific calls still combine with a limited set of manual and oro-
facial gestures, but we are now sure the latter are products of social 
innovation. We stress, however, that in apes (and presumably in LCA-c) 
combinatorial properties for openness of communication are still absent. 
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早期閩南語中指人疑問代詞: 並存和演變 
連金發

國立清華大學, 台湾新竹 

 
提要 
本文探討早期閩南語文本中三種並存指人疑問代詞: ti7-lang5 “值人”(<
底儂)、si7-tsui7 “是誰”、mih4 lang5 “乜人”(<物儂)，分別代表不同的時代

層次，即南朝(五至六世紀)、魏晉(三至五世紀)、唐宋(八至十世紀)層
次。若假定 “底儂” 為固有層，“誰/誰人” 、“物儂”就是移借層。從

明清戲文看來“誰/誰人”最有活力，“值人”最不具活力，  “乜人”處於

中間。但這三種指人疑問代詞在現代閩南語中發展情況不一。 其活

力視次方言而變。比如較邊緣的海南方言還保存“底儂” 的現代反映，

為合音形式/ʔdiang/ 。其他邊緣的方言，如永春、金門, 澎湖, 東山, 雷
州, 潮州等也保存合音詞 tiaŋ5. 本文也將考察閩南語之外指人疑問

代詞在其他閩方言的分布情況。準變項“儂”在作為閩語人稱代詞複數

形所顯現的強度也會和三種指人疑問代詞的分布放在一起討論。

 
關鍵詞 
誰    閩南語    時代層次   演變   
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